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APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF THE FEBRUARY 10 AND 11, 2011 BOARD OF REGENTS MEETINGS

The minutes of the February 10 and 11, 2011, meetings were approved as distributed.

- - -

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD

Wisconsin Technical College System Board Report

A written report was provided. There were no questions or comments.

Updates

President Pruitt again expressed appreciation to Chancellor Shields and the entire UW-Platteville community for their hospitality, saying that he could not overstate how much Board members enjoyed the opportunity to see and hear first-hand the unique offerings of each campus within the great UW System.
Posters in the Rotunda

President Pruitt noted that nearly 150 students participated in the prior week’s Posters in the Rotunda event at the Capitol. This was the 8th annual posters event, and by all reports, it was another success. It was inspiring to see the work being done. The academic research done on the UW campuses has a major impact on the state’s economy. President Pruitt offered congratulations to all of the student researchers, their faculty advisors, and everyone who made this event a success.

President Reilly Elected President of the National Association of System Heads

President Pruitt also announced that President Reilly was elected President of the National Association of System Heads (NASH). NASH is the association of the chief executives of 52 colleges and university systems of public higher education in the United States and Puerto Rico. Established in 1979, it provides a forum for sharing perspectives, problems, and opportunities among heads of higher education systems. President Reilly previously served as Vice President of that association. On behalf of the Board of Regents, President Pruitt offered his congratulations.

Wisconsin Idea Partnership

President Pruitt said that Thursday’s discussion reflected how passionately Board members, chancellors, and others felt about the advancement of the Wisconsin Idea Partnership. He asked if Regents or chancellors had any other reflections to offer.

Regent Smith commented first, saying that he wanted to express appreciation to the chancellors for their support of the Wisconsin Idea Partnership. He also complimented President Pruitt, Vice President Spector, and President Reilly on their leadership during a challenging time. He said that the Board was 150 percent behind the Wisconsin Idea Partnership. The state had been well served by the UW System for 40 years. Board members would be conveying this message in the weeks to come.

Regent Walsh said that at the March 10, 2011 meeting, the Board was clear in its support of the Wisconsin Idea Partnership, although this had not been clearly reported in the press. The Board of Regents represents the interests of all of the people of Wisconsin and has a big-picture view and a long history. It would be important that President Pruitt, Vice President Spector, and President Reilly, when appropriate, restate the Board’s support for the Wisconsin Idea Partnership. He said that he had reviewed the comparison between the New Badger Partnership and the Wisconsin Idea Partnership in the Board’s packets. The Board of Regents would be no different than the board of trustees under the New Badger Partnership – they are simply different boards. To change the structure so that one institution could compete internationally ignores the statewide service that UW-Madison and other institutions provide. The Wisconsin Idea Partnership keeps the System together to provide access, affordability, and quality, in a System that has flourished for 40 years.
Regent Vásquez said it was frustrating to sometimes read that the Board of Regents joined the discussion of flexibilities late. On the contrary, this discussion is not new to the Board. It has occurred for years and in many ways.

Regent Bradley commented that he could not recall during his eight years on the Board any subject that produced more email, as well as thoughtful typed and handwritten letters, from people around the state. Unfortunately, about 20 percent of the contacts ask, “Why are you breaking up the System?” His immediate response was to let these writers know that this was not a Board of Regents initiative. Another theme was that people had the impression that the System structure has worked well. People were concerned about the effect of any change on tuition at UW-Madison. Finally, a number of writers noted that they or their children have degrees from the UW-Madison campus, and they proceeded to say that they did not think that a separation of UW-Madison made any sense; they could not understand the need for two boards.

President Reilly commented that the Wisconsin Idea Partnership was an argument for new, significant flexibilities that all institutions need, in the context of a unified System. He was initially a chancellor in the System, and with that experience, he said he understood the need for additional flexibilities. If these could be obtained, the environment would be changed, within the context of a governing structure that has worked well.

Regent Danae Davis said that she was proud of the Board and the leadership at the UW institutions, inasmuch as they have taken the high ground and avoided getting personal. The risk in taking this approach is that students, faculty, staff, and leadership at the institutions may have misunderstood the Board’s message. The Board took the approach of advocating for what it was “for,” so that it could win and so that it could keep its eye on the prize.

Regent Falbo remarked that part of the goal was to reduce red tape, both legislative and System red tape. He said that it was tremendous to see the chancellors rally around what they knew was the right thing to do. The Wisconsin Idea Partnership would address the legislative red tape; thereafter, System red tape would be on the Board’s agenda. Reducing red tape could be taken up with President Reilly and the System, and with the chancellors’ help.

Regent Crain stressed the importance of the unity behind the strength of the Board’s position.

President Pruitt, expressing appreciation for all of the comments, noted that a number of campuses have held forums for the campuses and the broader community. Several Regents took the opportunity to get involved. Regent Drew and Regent Vásquez, for example, each took part in different forums at UW-Parkside. Regent Bartell attended a session at UW-Whitewater. President Pruitt asked if Regents wished to make observations about their participation in the forums.

Regent Bartell commented that approximately 60 to 70 faculty, staff, and students attended the forum at UW-Whitewater. Two major areas of questions emerged. The first was about the UW-Madison separation, and who was making the decision on that issue. The other was concern on the part of employees about compensation, retirement, health insurance, and sick
leave conversion into health insurance premiums. This is a period of great uncertainty on the part of faculty and staff, and it is important that they be resolved quickly.

Regent Vásquez commented on the forum at UW-Parkside, which was well planned and which generated ideas for even greater effectiveness and efficiency. After the formal forum, some conversations reflected the same passion, worry, and concern among faculty and staff that Regent Bartell had described.

President Pruitt called upon Chancellor Wells, who reinforced that the $250 million cut would have consequences on campus; the biggest issue would be the consequence of an average 8-percent reduction in the take-home pay of faculty and staff at the institutions. While acknowledging that the goal may be for employees to pay for benefits at a rate closer to the national average, Chancellor Wells said that salaries should also be at the national average. Instead, salaries are 10-, 15-, or 20-percent behind the national average in salary, depending on the comparisons that are used. Significantly more people would be leaving; replacing that talent and institutional memory at salaries that are below the national average is a crisis situation. The flexibilities would allow institutions to address this issue over time, and this knowledge would help keep faculty and staff committed to the Wisconsin Idea Partnership.

**Regional Representation on the Board of Regents**

President Pruitt, continuing his report, said that he would like to offer something else for Regents to consider, the notion of increased regional representation on the Board of Regents. He said that if the Legislature and the Governor agreed that the Wisconsin Idea Partnership was an idea whose time has come, they would provide new flexibilities to institutions to manage their resources. There is a legitimate concern on the part of elected officials that the Board of Regents would handle those flexibilities with great care, and with an appreciation of the diverse needs of the regions of the state of Wisconsin. Having more flexibilities would be a new era, and the status quo is not acceptable. Therefore, President Pruitt said that he had come to the conclusion that making sure that every region of the state is represented on the Board is an important concept. He said that he had heard this sentiment as he travelled across the state.

President Pruitt offered a resolution for the Board of Regents to consider, which would put the Board on record as supporting Senate and Assembly bills that would amend s. 15.91, Wis. Stats., to provide at least one representative on the Board of Regents from each of Wisconsin’s congressional districts. Saying that the Board of Regents has in the past been neutral on the issue of regional representation, President Pruitt said that he believed times were changing, and it was important to recognize the evolution occurring in the state. Adopting this resolution would be consistent with the era of change that would be brought in with the prospective adoption of the Wisconsin Idea Partnership.

President Pruitt moved adoption of Resolution 9891, Regent Smith seconded the motion, and President Pruitt recognized Regent Smith to begin the discussion of the resolution. Regent Smith remarked that the Senate Bill has bipartisan support. He said that he had mixed emotions, but what ultimately convinced him to support the resolution was its consistency with the Wisconsin Idea Partnership.
Regent Loftus said that this idea had not been passed into law because it attempts to fix something that is not broken, and Governors need latitude to be able to choose Regents. The representation issue has sometimes been a lack of minority representation, a lack of representatives of organized labor, or other constituencies. He said that he would like to reserve for the Governor the power to decide on Regents, so he would vote “no.”

Regent Bartell, expressing support for the resolution, said that he had long disliked constituent boards, because such boards can sometimes be inefficient because board members may do what is best for “the folks back home,” rather than what is best for the organization. However, he said that he was convinced that this probably would be a good thing, in conjunction with the Wisconsin Idea Partnership. Regent Bartell also pointed out that Regents are assigned to be “buddies” with, visiting and becoming familiar with, particular institutions; thus, Regents get a particular feel for the campuses. Chancellors and deans then feel more comfortable contacting their buddy Regents. He concluded by saying that while he did not like constituent boards in general, this is probably the right thing to do at this time.

Regent Falbo, expressing agreement with Regent Loftus, said that this is not a big issue, but he would prefer to leave the discretion in the hands of the Governor.

Regent Evers asked if the resolution is contingent on the passage of the Wisconsin Idea Partnership. President Pruitt responded that it would not be contingent.

Regent Vice President Spector, speaking in support of the motion, said that he liked that the legislation represented a mix, with half of the gubernatorially-appointed Board seats having regional representation, and half providing the Governor with more discretion. He said that when he was the chair of the Governor’s task force on K-12 education and travelled around the state, he learned how important it is, particularly to people in the northwestern part of the state, to feel that they are represented. Regents represent all of the state, but a local flavor is also useful.

Regent Crain agreed with concerns that had been expressed about regional representation. She said she was somewhat ambivalent but would support the resolution. She said that she represents a particular part of the state because she lives in that area; people like to know that the culture of their area is represented. However, it would be important for Board members to recognize that they represent the whole System.

Regent Stan Davis asked about the link between the current resolution and the Wisconsin Idea Partnership and whether greater clarity about delegating the flexibilities might be another alternative. President Pruitt said that the Board is asking the legislature and the Governor to do something that they had not been comfortable with in the past. A concern will be whether there will be a voice at the table of the System’s governing board for areas throughout the state as the new flexibilities are delegated. It is a signal that the Board is open to change going forward.

Regent Walsh, speaking in favor of the motion, recalled that changes have occurred in representation on the Board. For example, two students have been added, and they cannot both
be from the same institution. He said that he had been persuaded by the messages from around the state that this is everyone’s System. Governors have always tried to find statewide representation, even without the requirement in the statutes.

Regent Womack, speaking in support of the motion, said that it is the System leadership that is responsible for engaging the Regents in the idea that they are to consider the common good. Once this is understood, varied perspectives help promote the common good.

Regent Wingad said that as a student, he has had to deal with “identity” on the Board. He said that he would like assurance that there will not be a Milwaukee, Eau Claire, or La Crosse Regent, such that they would only represent their respective areas. The fact that the Board has been neutral on this question in the past makes it a difficult decision. President Pruitt responded that he would expect and hope that Governors would appoint Regents who represent the entire System, regardless of where they live. This has been the tradition. The mix in the legislation helps provide reassurance that the Board will continue to advance the Wisconsin Idea.

Regent Pruitt called the question. After a voice vote, a roll-call vote was requested. Resolution 9891 was adopted, with Regents Bartell, Bradley, Crain, Stan Davis, Drew, Manydeeds, Pruitt, Smith, Spector, Walsh, Wingad, and Womack (12) voting in favor of the resolution, and Regents Danae Davis, Evers, Falbo, Loftus, and Vásquez (5) voting in opposition.

**Support for Legislation Requiring Regional Representation on the Board of Regents**

Resolution 9891: WHEREAS, Wisconsin Statutes vest the primary responsibility for governance of the University of Wisconsin System in the Board of Regents; and

WHEREAS, the Board of Regents’ responsibilities include enacting policies and promulgating rules for governing the System, setting systemwide priorities, and planning for the future needs of the state for university education; and

WHEREAS, the effect of the Board of Regents’ policy-setting, rulemaking, and planning responsibilities reaches to the borders of the state and beyond; and

WHEREAS, members of the Board of Regents bring to their service on the Board knowledge and awareness of the unique areas of the state in which they reside; and

WHEREAS, with the Wisconsin Idea Partnership, the Board of Regents would receive new flexibilities to help our campuses manage their resources more effectively and better serve the 182,000 students who attend our institutions, and elected leaders
need to be sure that the Board of Regents will use those flexibilities to the benefit of all the people of Wisconsin;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the UW System Board of Regents supports 2011 Senate Bill 28 and 2011 Assembly Bill 39, legislation that would amend s. 15.91, Wis. Stats., to provide for the appointment to the Board of Regents of at least one citizen member who resides in each of Wisconsin’s congressional districts.

Closing his President’s report, President Pruitt said that the morning’s agenda would include a presentation on the latest UW System Accountability Report, “Investing in Wisconsin’s Future,” as well as the history of academic freedom.

---

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE SYSTEM

Good News

Provost Julie Furst-Bowe Selected for Fulbright Specialists Program

President Reilly shared news from around the UW System. Starting with UW-Stout, he reported that Provost Julie Furst-Bowe has been selected to participate in the Fulbright Specialists Program. As part of this short-term program for senior administrators, Julie would be working with a new university in Azerbaijan for two-week periods in April, July, and November, helping their administrators establish policies, programs, and planning and assessment processes. Provost Furst-Bowe has been extensively involved with the Baldrige efforts at UW-Stout and serves as a senior examiner for the Baldrige Awards program and the Academic Quality Improvement Project.

UW System Outstanding Women of Color in Education Awards

President Reilly acknowledged recent award-winners. Last week, 16 women were honored as this year’s winners of the UW System Outstanding Women of Color in Education Awards. This annual award, which was initiated back in 1994, is presented to students, faculty, and staff to recognize their contributions to diversity and the status of women within the UW System. UW institutions have a longstanding commitment to promoting diversity, and the contributions and dedication of these outstanding women of color provide a fine model for others to follow. Their efforts enrich the UW experience for everyone. The award is co-sponsored by UW System’s Women’s Studies Consortium and the Office of Equity, Diversity & Inclusion.
**UW-Madison Limnologist Stephen Carpenter Awarded 2011 Stockholm Water Prize**

From UW-Madison, President Reilly shared the news that limnologist Stephen Carpenter was awarded the 2011 Stockholm Water Prize, the world’s most prestigious award for water-related activities. Dr. Carpenter, who directs the UW-Madison Center for Limnology, is a member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, and is considered one of the world’s most distinguished authorities on lakes and fresh water ecosystems. He is a former president of the Ecological Society of America, and his research, embodied in five books and nearly 300 scientific papers, is among the most cited in all of environmental science. Dr. Carpenter will be presented with the award by King Carl Gustav of Sweden in a ceremony in Stockholm in August. Congratulations to Dr. Carpenter, Chancellor Biddy Martin, and the UW-Madison community.

**UW-Parkside Receives WisCAP Grant**

Three small southeastern Wisconsin companies and the region’s economy will benefit from a grant received by UW-Parkside. President Reilly said that these companies, based in Racine and Kenosha, will conduct research and development with UW-Parkside on innovative new products using a $323,000 grant from the WiSys Technology Foundation’s Wisconsin Small Company Advancement Program, also known as WisCAP. Combined with company support, total funding for these projects will likely top $680,000, President Reilly reported. The grant will fund the hiring of researchers and UW-Parkside students to co-develop new products with the companies. President Reilly congratulated Chancellor Ford and the UW-Parkside campus community.

**UW-Madison Women’s Hockey Team Earns 4th National Championship**

President Reilly congratulated the UW-Madison women’s hockey team, which defeated Boston University, 4 to 1, to claim their fourth national championship in six years. The Badger women outshot Boston University, 36 to 16, in the championship final. The team’s 37 wins also set a new record for the most wins in a single season in NCAA women’s hockey history. Four players from the team were named to the 2011 NCAA Women’s Frozen Four All-Tournament Team.

**UW-Whitewater Men’s Wheelchair Basketball Team Claims 9th National Title**

President Reilly congratulated the UW-Whitewater men’s wheelchair basketball team, who claimed their ninth national championship and sixth title in nine years. The Warhawks defeated the Fighting Illini, 66-54, in the championship final, to finish the season with a very impressive 23-1 record. President Reilly congratulated the Warhawks, Head Coach Jeremy Lade, Chancellor Telfer, and the UW-Whitewater campus community.

**UW-Stout Claims Championship of the Rube Goldberg Machine Contest**

For the second year in a row, a team from UW-Stout claimed the national championship of the Rube Goldberg Machine Contest. The Rube Goldberg competition challenges students to
create a machine that turns a simple procedure into something complex. The resulting machines are then judged on creativity, complexity, and functionality. This year’s challenge was to make something that would water a plant. UW-Stout’s machine, called “The Westing Estate,” achieved that seemingly simple goal in 135 steps, all while telling the story of a haunted Louisiana mansion. The team’s creation included a church, mine shaft, gazebo, gardens, water pump and water wheel, two catapults, and about two dozen steel ball tracks.

Two New Scholarships Established at UW-Eau Claire

President Reilly stated that longtime benefactors Dave and Marilyn Karlgaard recently established two new scholarship funds in mathematics and physics at UW-Eau Claire, recognizing the university’s focus on applied learning and research opportunities. Dave Karlgaard, a 1967 UW-Eau-Claire graduate, who co-founded and serves as CEO and president of an Internet technology consulting firm, noted that math and physics are critical to science-related careers. Each scholarship will be endowed over a five-year period by Karlgaard Family Foundation grants of $100,000.

UW-River Falls Center for Economic Research

The Center for Economic Research at UW-River Falls, working with the St. Croix Economic Development Corporation, launched a brand new Economic Dashboard that makes data on key economic indicators readily accessible to both businesses and individuals, President Reilly said. The Economic Dashboard report, which focuses on Pierce, Polk, and St. Croix counties, will be updated and released monthly. It allows business owners, for example, to easily track total employment rates, or residents to follow local housing market data. Dr. Logan Kelly, an economics professor at UW-River Falls and the driving force behind the report, says it is a matter of providing a service that most businesses have neither the time nor the resources to do. This is another example of how universities and their local business communities can work together to mutual benefit.

First UW-Stevens Point Honorary Doctorate Bestowed on Melvin R. Laird

UW-Stevens Point is planning to bestow its first-ever honorary doctorate in May, according to Chancellor Bernie Peterson. Former U.S. Secretary of Defense and Member of Congress Melvin R. Laird would receive an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters. Chancellor Patterson noted that Laird’s long and varied record of public service and his commitment to developing leaders among the youth of Central and Northern Wisconsin were key factors in the decision to honor him. Mr. Laird served Central Wisconsin as a state senator and congressman, and was then appointed U.S. secretary of defense by President Nixon and later served as adviser to the White House. Since 1964, the Laird Youth Leadership Foundation has provided more than 400 Laird scholarships to high school students from Central and Northern Wisconsin who exhibit exceptional leadership qualities and scholastic aptitude. Twenty current Laird scholarship recipients attend UW-Stevens Point.
UW-La Crosse College of Business Administration Graduates Excel on Nationwide Test

The graduating seniors in the UW-La Crosse College of Business Administration scored higher than 90 percent of students nationwide on a test measuring students’ subject knowledge in business. Seniors graduating in May 2010 took the Education Testing Service Major Field Test for the Bachelor’s Degree in Business last spring. The test compared students from about 600 business schools across the nation. The results were showed that UW-La Crosse students were well prepared and nationally competitive. Students’ highest scores were in economics, finance, information systems, international issues, and quantitative business analysis. President Reilly congratulated Chancellor Joe Gow and the UW-La Crosse campus.

UW-Oshkosh Integrated Marketing and Communications Team Develops UW-Oshkosh Mobile App

President Reilly reported that UW-Oshkosh’s mobile app, the first in the System to become available for multiple platforms, including the Android market and iPhones, is now available for download. The free app, developed in-house by the university’s Integrated Marketing and Communications team, provides news feeds from UW Oshkosh Today, the campus’s news source, and the student newspaper, The Advance Titan. It also provides access to UW-Oshkosh’s YouTube channel videos and Twitter feed, and makes it easy to find events, people, and other campus information, from building plans to emergency resources.

HISTORY OF ACADEMIC FREEDOM IN THE UW SYSTEM

President Pruitt introduced the topic of the history of academic freedom in the UW System, saying that the topic had gained attention in recent weeks due to a public-records request for certain emails in the email account of Professor Bill Cronon. President Pruitt called upon Regent Loftus to lead the discussion.

Regent Loftus referred Regents to a document in their packets related to the history of academic freedom in the UW System and, specifically, Board actions related to academic freedom. He thanked Tom Stafford and Erin Kastberg from the Office of General Counsel, Jane Radue and Jessica Lathrop from the Board of Regents Office, and Rebecca Karoff of the Office of Academic Affairs for their research and guidance in preparing the document. He said that this was a significant task to tease the information out of 100 years’ worth of minutes.

Regent Loftus thanked Regent Crain, chair of the Education Committee, for allowing the topic of academic freedom to be discussed in the Education Committee the day before, when Professor Bill Cronon happened to be in attendance at the meeting. Regent Loftus asked Regent Crain to summarize the discussion in that committee. She explained that Professor Cronon was present because included among the academic programs on the committee’s consent agenda was the undergraduate major in Environmental Studies, a program developed by Professor Cronon. Coincidentally, on the Education Committee’s agenda were amendments to UW-Madison’s
faculty personnel rules, including a new section on academic freedom. That new section was added a year ago by the Madison Faculty Senate and only by coincidence was it on the April agenda.

Because Professor Cronon was present, the committee asked him to address the committee briefly. He characterized academic freedom as a foundational principle of American Higher Education, with a particularly significant history in Wisconsin through the case of Professor Ely, which set the standard nationally.

He also spoke of his particular case, which exemplified the need to balance two competing public goods, that of open government, as demonstrated by the Freedom of Information Act, and that of academic freedom. He pointed out the tension between these two public goods, each of which held its own special place in the American public sphere. Professor Cronon concluded that upon study of the Freedom of Information Act, there was nothing in the law to safeguard academic freedom. He suggested that the UW System think carefully about this fact, because his situation could produce a chilling effect on him and other academics with respect to their freedom to pursue unfettered scholarly inquiry, in the classroom and beyond. Regent Crain remarked that it was a useful discussion for the Education Committee to have had.

Regent Loftus, thanking Regent Crain, said that not only do the actions of the Board of Regents count, but the words in the Board’s minutes count very much. Much of what is thought of as academic freedom is based on words by chancellors or presidents, reflected in the Board’s minutes over time. By accepting the prepared document and putting it in the record, the Board is saying that a threat to academic freedom on one campus is a threat on any campus; the document summarizing the history of academic freedom is a document for the University of Wisconsin System. He reflected on the giants in the arena of academic freedom. Statements made in the past have often been during troubling times in American history. The Regents have come to the fore, regardless of which governor appointed them, or in which area of the state they resided. While it is not possible to be more eloquent than those who came before, Regent Loftus said that it is important to reaffirm in the present era that academic freedom is paramount in the University of Wisconsin System. The issue is now arising in the digital age. He asked Regents who would like to make a statement to do so, to contribute to the record.

Regent Loftus highlighted point #5 in a letter from Senior University Legal Counsel John Dowling to the requestor of Professor Cronon’s emails, and asked that the Regents recognize that records determined to be “intellectual communication among scholars” were not provided in response to the public-records request. In explaining why such intellectual communication was withheld, Mr. Dowling’s letter to the requester stated, “Faculty members like Professor Cronon often use e-mail to develop and share their thoughts with one another. The confidentiality of such discussions is vital to scholarship and to the mission of this university. Faculty members must be afforded privacy in these exchanges in order to pursue knowledge and develop lines of argument without fear of reprisal for controversial findings and without the premature disclosure of those ideas. The consequence for our state of making such communications public will be the loss of the most talented and creative faculty who will choose to leave for universities that can guarantee them the privacy and confidentiality that is necessary in academia. For these reasons, we have concluded that the public interest in intellectual communications among scholars as
reflected in Professor Cronon’s e-mails is outweighed by other public interests favoring protection of such communications.”

Regent Loftus asked that the Board’s discussion of academic freedom at its April 2011 meeting become part of the historical record, with the notation that email, a type of communication that earlier did not exist, was now being addressed. Noting that in a July 1962 statement by then-University Vice President Fred Harrington, Mr. Harrington described UW-Madison as the people’s university, Regent Loftus completed his remarks, and the floor was opened for Regent discussion.

Regent Bradley remarked that reaffirming academic freedom was one of the most important things that the Board of Regents could do. In the digital age, there is a lot of information available, but almost all of it is somebody’s “spin.” The result is that universities become the last place where fact-based analysis is available. The right of people to analyze the facts must be respected and not penalized. Regent Bradley applauded Regent Loftus and all others who worked on the academic freedom issue.

Regent Drew thanked Secretary Radue for the quick-turnaround “term paper” on academic freedom and said it was an outstanding document. He praised the response from Legal Counsel Dowling to the public-records request, commenting that the request was “dubious,” and saying that the UW-Madison response only enhanced the reputation of the University of Wisconsin System as a bastion of academic freedom.

Senior Vice President Rebecca Martin, on behalf of the faculty of the University of Wisconsin System, thanked Regent Loftus for bringing this important issue to the table and thanked the Regents for the important conversation. It is not possible to overstate the chilling effect felt by faculty on all UW campuses or the importance of academic freedom to the UW System’s mission.

Regent Vice President Spector expressed the view that the public-records law is a good thing and should be followed wherever possible. At the same time, the intimidation aspect of the present records request is one that cannot be ignored; Professor Cronon had mentioned his worry about using email at all, and this is not good. Vice President Spector suggested that an opportunity for good legislation has presented itself, and legislators could review the public records law and consider adding another exception, to recognize a situation that could not have been envisioned when the law was passed. For its part, the Board must recognize how important this issue is to faculty and the UW institutions.

Regent Vásquez said that he enjoyed reading Attorney Dowling’s response to the records request; the response reflected good, logical thinking. Regent Vásquez suggested that the response letter not simply be filed, but that it be used, and perhaps that it become a guiding document for the Board.

Regent Crain remarked that, while it may be self-evident, it is important to note that the public-records and academic-freedom issue is an issue because the University of Wisconsin is a public institution. A private institution would not have this issue.
President Reilly thanked Regent Loftus for bringing the issue to the table. He said that part of what is at issue is an institution’s identity as a public university in the digital age. Budgets for the university demonstrate that the UW is becoming more private. Laws related to making information public relate to the university’s efforts to turn information into knowledge that will benefit future generations. He said that a university can indeed be a public university in the 21st century, but this is only true if a Board like the current Board of Regents is willing to stand up and affirm the importance of academic freedom.

Chancellor Wells also thanked Regent Loftus. He said that academic freedom, exercised responsibly, is the cornerstone of everything the university does. The single greatest threat to academic freedom is the rise of incivility on and off campus, particularly in the classroom. Recalling the systemwide civility workshop held at UW-Oshkosh, Chancellor Wells said that it is important to continue to discuss civility issues, and possibly to invite author P.M. Forney, the guru of civility in the country, to return to speak further about these issues.

President Pruitt added his thanks to Regent Loftus, saying that he had thought in recent months about how the university stands on the shoulders of its predecessors. In closing the discussion, he quoted from 1994 Board of Regents Resolution 6787, which called upon the academic community “to guard this precious legacy, to consider differing points of view, and always to engage in ‘that continual and fearless sifting and winnowing by which alone the truth can be found’.”

---

**UW SYSTEM ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT, “INVESTING IN WISCONSIN’S FUTURE”**

President Pruitt introduced the discussion of the latest UW System Accountability Report, “Investing in Wisconsin’s Future.” The report represents the UW’s commitment to providing its stakeholders with a detailed assessment of the university’s performance. It is important not only to the UW institutions, but also to the university’s many diverse stakeholders, from students and their families, to legislators, to taxpayers who have an investment in the UW System. This report helps to demonstrate that the UW is delivering on their investments and expectations. President Pruitt said that Heather Kim, Associate Vice President in UW System’s Office of Policy Analysis & Research, would lead the presentation, following brief remarks by President Reilly.

President Reilly reminded Regents that this year marks the 17th annual publication of the accountability report. UW System’s journey in accountability reporting started back in 1993, when the System was the first statewide system of higher education to publish an annual accountability report, focused on consistent measures of access, degree completion, professional preparation, and stewardship of resources. Two years ago, this report underwent a major revision of format. It was revamped to reflect the UW System’s Strategic Framework and the goals of the *Growth Agenda for Wisconsin*. The title of the report, “Investing in Wisconsin’s Future,” captures how the UW’s strategic priorities aim to benefit the people of Wisconsin.
The report is intended to provide Wisconsin residents with a clear picture of how the UW System is making progress toward the goals that have been set. President Reilly said that for external stakeholders, the report offers a clear-cut framework, measurable goals, and an honest assessment of progress toward goals. Beyond traditional measures, such as enrollments, retention rates, graduation, and resource management, the report also evaluates the UW System’s impact on Wisconsin communities through civic participation, community outreach and engagement, and economic development.

Associate Vice President Kim presented the report, referring Regents to a series of slides. Dr. Kim said that she would provide a brief overview of the history of accountability reporting in the UW System, present several improvements to the systemwide and institutional reports, summarize the UW System’s progress, and respond to questions.

As to the history of accountability reporting, Dr. Kim said that the first accountability report, “Accountability for Achievement,” was published from 1993 through 1999. The second phase, “Achieving Excellence,” was published from 1999 to 2008. The current report, “Investing in Wisconsin’s Future,” was started in 2009.

Regarding reporting improvements, Associate Vice President Kim identified the sections in the current report and the 22 accountability indicators spread among seven core strategies. She described how the information is presented within the accountability report. Further improvements were made based on the Board’s feedback; also, reporting has been made more closely aligned with the UW System’s priorities. Among other areas, she highlighted greater focus on minority and disadvantaged populations, as well as access to transfer students. She also described higher standards for using plus or minus signs to summarize results and progress.

Reporting on progress, Dr. Kim said that during the prior year, the UW System met its goals for 14 indicators, had mixed results for four indicators, and did not achieve the goal for three indicators; one new goal is in progress. Enrollment, estimated contribution to Wisconsin’s earnings, and revenue were the three goals that were not met.

With respect to enrollment, Associate Vice President Kim said that UW System enrollments reached an all-time high in fall 2010, both in headcount and in full-time equivalent students; however, the enrollment headcount was below the standard by only 156. Enrollment of students of color increased overall, to almost 12 percent in 2010; however, Southeast Asian and Hispanic enrollment rates increased, while enrollment rates of other students of color either stayed the same or declined.

A “closing the achievement gap” indicator was added in the new report. The new goal is to reduce the achievement gap by half by 2015 among under-represented minorities, lower-income students, and for all races and ethnicities. The achievement gap in retention rates for underrepresented minorities has narrowed, compared to the baseline cohorts, from 11 percent to 6 percent. The gap in retention rates for lower-income students remained the same, at 5 percent. The achievement gap in graduation rates among under-represented minorities remained unchanged, at 23 percent; for lower-income students, the gap increased slightly, from 12 to 13
percent. Dr. Kim said that, apparently, there is still much work to be done in this area. However, the status of this goal is “in progress” until the target year of 2015.

Another new indicator, “access for transfer students,” shows a more-than 5-percent increase in 2010, compared with the previous year. The proportion of new students of color has noticeably increased over the years, Dr. Kim said.

Dr. Kim said that the accountability report includes much good news. She cited improvements in providing study abroad experiences, increases in the number of degrees conferred and the number conferred in STEM and health fields, continuation of low administrative costs, continuation of low levels in the number of credits to degree, increases in the number of collaborative degree programs, and engagement in a wide variety of partnerships.

Some challenges remain, she said. The estimated contribution to Wisconsin’s earnings decreased, compared to the previous graduating class, due to declining wages during the economic downturn. Also, with decreasing state appropriations, the System did not achieve the goal of increasing overall revenue by 5 percent. While there has been progress overall on the goal of producing more graduates, the rates of access, retention, and graduation for most students of color remain below those of white students. The UW System continues to strive to close the opportunity gap, as well as the achievement gap, among disadvantaged students.

In closing, Dr. Kim said that accountability is becoming more important than ever in higher education in these times of limited resources. With greater flexibilities gained through the Wisconsin Idea Partnership, new accountability measures will be needed. She posed questions for discussion, including how accountability reporting should be refined and enhanced and what goals may need to be revisited in light of budget cuts.

President Reilly thanked Associate Vice President Kim for the hard work involved in the accountability reporting. President Pruitt then called upon Regent Danae Davis, who praised Dr. Kim for the phenomenal work that had been done in improving the report. Regent Davis stressed that the reports should be made available to Regents more in advance of the discussion at the Board meeting. With respect to legislative and gubernatorial input regarding accountability measures, she cautioned that the Board should not lose focus on those measures that are important to the Board. Specifically, this includes the core strategy related to closing the achievement gap. Regent Davis said she was pleased to see the reduction in the achievement gap regarding retention and would look forward to reductions in the gap in graduation rates.

Regent Falbo asked about the availability of interim goals and measurements so that progress toward graduation rates can be adequately measured before 2015. Senior Vice President Martin said that interim measures are reviewed each year. She provided examples from UW institutional reports related to retention, indicating that four campuses have already met goals in this area.

Regent Drew, noting that the UW’s administrative spending is 50 percent of the national average, commented that System Administration would still be cut in the budget. He also pointed out that the UW System is below the national average in state tax dollars spent per
student, ranking 41st among the states. This, too, was evidently not considered when the state budget was prepared. The current state budget will propose challenges in maintaining some of the progress reflected in the report. A reduced ability to offer competitive compensation packages will pose difficulties for recruiting qualified faculty and staff. At a budget forum at UW-Milwaukee, sponsored by the Milwaukee legislative contingent, the chairman of the UW-Milwaukee Faculty Senate spoke about the devastating impact of the state budget on teaching assistants. He said that the Faculty Senate would take up a collection for the teaching assistants; this is both wonderful and pathetic. Regent Drew summarized his remarks by saying that the accountability report was a great report, but that the current budget would pose tremendous challenges to maintenance of the growth agenda.

Regent Bartell, stressing the importance of the accountability report, asked about the mixed result related to preparing students. Dr. Kim responded that the data in this area are from a national report and are self-reported by students. She and Senior Vice President Martin said that this is an indirect measure, related to students’ own reports of their critical-thinking skills, and is not a measure of what they actually learned.

Regent Danae Davis asked about how to determine what efforts are effective to fill various gaps related to employing faculty of color, so that these efforts can be employed elsewhere. Dr. Martin said that good ideas are regularly shared across the System. The climate study also yielded important results for improving the climate for faculty and staff of color. However, the compensation-package issues that Regent Drew raised are an issue in attracting and retaining faculty of color.

President Pruitt thanks Associate Vice President Kim, Senior Vice President Martin, and President Reilly for their work in presenting the accountability report.

- - -

REPORT OF THE EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Regent President Pruitt called upon Regent Crain to present the report of the Education Committee. Regent Crain noted that the Board had already heard about the discussion with Professor Cronon, and she would report on the remaining areas of committee business.

Education Committee Business

Five New Academic Programs

Regent Crain briefly mentioned items that were part of the Education Committee’s consent agenda, including requested approval of five new academic programs, all of which appeared to the Committee as very strong and represented important contributions to the program array of the proposing institutions and the UW System as a whole.
**Regent Policy Document Review**

Regent Crain reported on the committee’s review of Regent Policy Documents (RPDs), which will become a regular part of the committee’s meetings. Senior Vice President Martin provided excellent context, both on the larger task at hand and the particular RPDs that came before the Committee for review. The RPDs on the current agenda were described as “low-hanging fruit,” time-specific and no longer applicable to the work of the Board of Regents or the System; they will be archived.

**UW-Platteville Presentation**

Regent Crain said that the Committee heard from Provost Mittie Nimocks who highlighted some of the particular strengths of UW-Platteville. Three students spoke about their work to design and build, at the request of community clients, adaptive devices that would help special needs children learn more effectively in their classrooms in the public schools. One project involved developing an eye-tracking device, and another, a visual tracking light board. The students demonstrated both of these designs. The learning outcomes for the students were impressive: problem-solving, teamwork, community engagement, and understanding of people who were different than they were.

**Academic Quality in the UW System through Liberal Education and America’s Promise in Wisconsin**

Regent Crain said that the UW System is just past the midpoint of its partnership with the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) on the LEAP Campaign, which stands for Liberal Education and America’s Promise. The UW System was the first pilot partner named by AAC&U in this campaign and has become a national model in this work focused on strengthening the quality of undergraduate education so that students are prepared for work and life in the 21st-century. A letter from the President of AAC&U, Carol Geary Schneider, extensively praises UW System for its work to advance the LEAP Campaign, and with it Inclusive Excellence.

Rebecca Karoff of UW System Academic Affairs; UW-Oshkosh Provost Lane Earns; and Jeff Merrick, Professor of History and Associate Dean at UW-Milwaukee, each described components of the System’s work on LEAP. What LEAP gives to the System is a unifying framework for quality, with consensus outcomes for what students should know and be able to do upon graduation from UW institutions. Increasingly, the work has made explicit what was always implicit, the shared purposed of LEAP and Inclusive Excellence to ensure access to high-quality educational experiences. LEAP and Inclusive Excellence are playing visible roles in the More Graduates for Wisconsin initiative, as well.

Regent Crain said that it was clear to the committee that much of the power of the UW System’s LEAP work comes from the fact that the work is being done in a coordinated fashion as a system, with System Administration working collaboratively with the institutions. Regent Crain said that there are now five other states or systems that have signed on, with another eight on the verge of joining. The UW System remains the model.
The committee had a great discussion on the challenges of doing this work in a budget-constrained environment, but also the ways in which this work can and should be done by everyone. The participation of the provosts in the discussion was very thoughtful and helpful. The committee talked about the need for better communication to people outside the academy, in particular to parents and others who worry the most about whether students will get jobs upon graduation. The presentation made clear that a liberal education is exactly what students need in order to compete in the global economy.

**Consent Agenda**

Regent Crain moved adoption of Resolutions 9892, 9893, 9894, 9895, 9896, 9897, 9898, 9900, 9901, 9902 and 9903 which were unanimously approved by the Education Committee. The motion was seconded by Regent Walsh. The resolutions were approved unanimously by the Board on a voice vote. Resolution 9899 had been removed from the Education Committee consent agenda during the committee meeting.

**Requests to Trustees of the William F. Vilas Trust Estate**

Resolution 9892: That, upon recommendation of the Chancellors of the University of Wisconsin-Madison and the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents approves the request to the Trustees of the William F. Vilas Trust Estate for $4,982,718 for fiscal year July 1, 2011, to June 30, 2012, subject to availability, as provided by the terms of the William F. Vilas Trust, for Support of Scholarships, Fellowships, Professorships, and Special Programs in Arts and Humanities, Social Sciences, Biological Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Music.

**Program Authorization (Implementation) B.A./B.S. in Environmental Sciences, University of Wisconsin-Madison**

Resolution 9893: That, upon recommendation of the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Madison and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Chancellor be authorized to implement the B.A./B.S. in Environmental Sciences.

**Program Authorization (Implementation) B.A./B.S. in Environmental Studies, University of Wisconsin-Madison**

Resolution 9894: That, upon recommendation of the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Madison and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Chancellor be authorized to implement the B.A./B.S. in Environmental Studies.
**Program Authorization (Implementation) B.S./B.A. in Microsystems and Nanotechnology Engineering, University of Wisconsin-Platteville**

Resolution 9895: That, upon recommendation of the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Platteville and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Chancellor be authorized to implement the B.S./B.A. in Microsystems and Nanotechnology Engineering.

**Program Authorization (Implementation) B.S. in Health, Wellness and Fitness, University of Wisconsin-Stout**

Resolution 9896: That, upon recommendation of the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Stout and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Chancellor be authorized to implement the B.S. in Health, Wellness and Fitness.

**Program Authorization (Implementation) Master of Public Health, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee**

Resolution 9897: That, upon recommendation of the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Chancellor be authorized to implement the Master of Public Health.

**Amendments to Faculty Personnel Rules, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire**

Resolution 9898: That, upon recommendation of the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents approves the amendments to the UW-Eau Claire Faculty Personnel Rules.


Resolution 9900: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents authorizes the Secretary of the Board to remove from the Regent Policy Documents RPD 17-9, “Implementation Plan for ‘Design for Diversity’.”


Resolution 9901: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents authorizes the Secretary of the Board to remove from the Regent Policy


Resolution 9902: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents authorizes the Secretary of the Board to remove from the Regent Policy Documents RPD 28-1, “Report of the Regent Study Group on the Future of the University of Wisconsin System.”


Resolution 9903: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents authorizes the Secretary of the Board to remove from the Regent Policy Documents RPD 28-2, “Academic Restructuring: Partners in the Process.”


Resolution 9904: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents authorizes the Secretary of the Board to remove from the Regent Policy Documents RPD 28-3, “Report of the Study of the University of Wisconsin System in the 21st Century.”

**UW-Madison Faculty Personnel Rules**

Regent Crain then separately moved adoption of Resolution 9899, approving amendments to the UW-Madison Faculty Personnel Rules. The resolution was removed from the consent agenda because the Education Committee had extensive discussion on the rules. Regent Walsh seconded the motion, which was approved unanimously by the Board on a voice vote.

**Amendments to Faculty Personnel Rules, University of Wisconsin-Madison**

Resolution 9899: That, upon recommendation of the Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Madison and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents approves the amendments to the UW-Madison Faculty Personnel Rules.
REPORT OF THE BUSINESS, FINANCE & AUDIT COMMITTEE

Regent President Pruitt called upon Regent Smith to present the report of the Business, Finance, and Audit Committee.

Business, Finance & Audit Committee Business

UW-Platteville Presentation

Regent Smith reported that Rob Cramer, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services at UW-Platteville, highlighted the growth of the campus and described several examples of how the institution will benefit from the flexibilities provided by the Wisconsin Idea Partnership.

Enterprise Risk Management in the UW System

Regent Smith said that the committee was provided with an overview of the goals and objectives of the enterprise risk management initiative; the types of risks found in higher education and the methodology used to effectively identify risks were highlighted. The systemwide effort has been piloted by four UW institutions: UW-Oshkosh, UW-Parkside, UW-Superior, and UW-Whitewater.

Peer Endowment Benchmarking Report

Trust Funds Director Doug Hoerr presented highlights from the annual benchmarking studies. Annualized annual returns for UW Trust Funds exceeded those of peers in the one, three, five and ten-year periods ending June 30, 2010. Mr. Hoerr highlighted asset allocation differences and noted fees are in line with peers. While the System follows a typical methodology in establishing its spending rate, its 4-percent rate appears somewhat more conservative than the “all institution” average of 4.7 percent.

Voting of Non-Routine Proxy Proposals

Regent Policy 31-10 provides the proxy voting policy for UW System Trust Funds. Senior Portfolio Analyst Tom Reinders reported that the dominant social issues for the 2011 season included the environment and sustainability, human rights, equal employment opportunity, and corporate political contributions. The committee approved the non-routine shareholder proxy proposals.

Acceptance of New Bequests Over $50,000

The committee is responsible for accepting bequests of more than $50,000. The committee accepted four bequests with a total value of $2,623,400.
Program Review on Short-Term Loan Programs

Regent Smith reported that Joshua Smith, Assistant Director of the UW System Office of Operations Review and Audit, discussed highlights of a recently-completed review of short-term loan programs and their administration at UW System institutions.

Regent Policy Document Review

The committee began its review of Regent Policy Documents, taking action to eliminate the Regent policy with respect to the use of staff leave time related to bone marrow and human organ donation; delegate authority to the Chancellors for the approval of “limited status” unclassified appointments; revise a policy to require that an Annual Trust Funds Forum be held only if the committee is informed that interested parties would like to present their concerns to the Board; and delegate additional unclassified personnel authority to UW System Chancellors for certain position titles.

Management Response to LAB Concerns Raised In 2010 Annual Financial Audit

Associate Vice President for Financial Administration Julie Gordon provided an update on UW System activities to address concerns raised by the Legislative Audit Bureau as part of its annual audit of the UW System’s financial statements.

Status Update on Human Resource System

Senior Vice President Michael Morgan provided the standard update on the current status of the UW System Human Resource System project. He reported that the “cutover” began two days before, and all processes have been set in motion to make that happen successfully. He also reported that because the changes in deductions for health care and retirement contributions included in the Budget Repair Bill are not yet law, the changes would not be included in the first paychecks calculated by the new HRS.

Consent Agenda

On behalf of the Business, Finance, and Audit Committee, Regent Smith then moved adoption of Resolutions 9905, 9906, 9907, 9908, 9909 and 9910. The motion was seconded by Regent Wingad and approved unanimously by the Board on a voice vote.

UW System Voting of 2011 Non-Routine Proxy Proposals

Resolution 9905: That, upon recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents approves the 2011 non-routine shareholder proxy proposals for UW System Trust Funds, as presented in the attachment.
**UW System Trust Funds Acceptance of Bequests**

Resolution 9906: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System and the Chancellors of the benefiting University of Wisconsin institutions, the bequests detailed on the attached list be accepted for the purposes designated by the donors, or where unrestricted by the donors, by the benefiting institution, and that the Trust Officer or Assistant Trust Officers be authorized to sign receipts and do all things necessary to effect the transfers for the benefit of the University of Wisconsin.

Let it be herewith further resolved, that the President and Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System, the Chancellors of the benefiting University of Wisconsin institutions, and the Deans and Chairs of the benefiting Colleges and Departments, express their sincere thanks and appreciation to the donors and their families for their generosity and their devotion to the values and ideals represented by the University of Wisconsin System. These gifts will be used to sustain and further the quality and scholarship of the University and its students.

**RPD 20-16, “Bone Marrow and Human Organ Donation Leave for Faculty and Academic Staff”**

Resolution 9907: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents authorizes the Secretary of the Board to remove from the Regent Policy Documents RPD 20-16, “Bone Marrow and Human Organ Donation Leave for Faculty and Academic Staff”.


Resolution 9908: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents amends Regent Policy Document 20-18 to allow the UW Chancellors the authority to approve limited status for unclassified appointments.

**RPD 31-13, “Investment and Social Responsibility”**

Resolution 9909: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents approves the attached revised Regent Policy Document 31-13, “Investment and Social Responsibility.”
Delegation of Certain Unclassified Personnel Flexibilities Permitted Under RPD 20-8, “Academic Staff Title and Compensation Plan”

Resolution 9910: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents endorses the President's delegation to the UW chancellors, as permitted in RPD 20-8, the authority to approve the use of unclassified titles for the Director Unspecified, Administrative Officer, and Special Assistant series; to create new positions with the Dean (academic) title; and to approve each institution's unclassified staff pay plan distribution plan.

---

REPORT OF THE CAPITAL PLANNING & BUDGET COMMITTEE

Regent Pruitt called upon Regent Bartell to present the report of the Capital Planning and Budget Committee.

Capital Planning and Budget Committee Business

Authority to Adjust the Scope and Budget of the LaBahn Arena Project, UW-Madison

Regent Bartell reported that Resolution 9911 requests authority to adjust the scope and budget of the UW-Madison LaBahn Arena project. This project constructs a three-level addition to the Kohl Center that includes an ice sheet for men’s and women’s hockey practice and women’s hockey competition, spectator seating, locker rooms, and support space. It will also include locker and team room support for the men’s and women’s swimming programs and will have a skyway connection to the Southeast Recreation Facility.

The additional scope and budget represents the conversion of the Nicholas Suites into a club seating area, with the potential to add as much as $400,000 in revenue annually; to construct and furnishing a new team dining room; add a therapy pool to the training room facilities; and remodel the women’s basketball locker suite. The project will be accomplished with $5.8 million in gift funds.

Authority to Sell Approximately 1.6 Acres of Land to the UW-Platteville Real Estate Foundation, UW-Platteville

Regent Bartell described Resolution 9912, which requests authority to sell two parcels of vacant land totaling about 1.6 acres to the University of Wisconsin-Platteville Real Estate Foundation, Inc. for $110,000. The foundation is working with the city of Platteville to develop additional student housing and these two parcels, when combined with other foundation-owned land, could comprise a viable site for future housing, which is badly needed by the campus.
Authority to Construct All Agency Maintenance and Repair Projects, UW System

Regent Bartell said that Resolution 9913 requests authority to construct nine all-agency maintenance and repair projects at six institutions, totaling $6.2 million, including $2.2 million of gift/grant funds. These projects include window replacements, space remodeling and renovation, and utility upgrades. About two-thirds of these costs apply to UW-Madison projects.

Consent Agenda

Regent Bartell moved that the Board adopt as consent agenda items Resolutions 9911, 9912, and 9913, which had been approved unanimously by the Capital Planning and Budget Committee. Regent Drew seconded the motion, and the Board adopted the resolutions on a unanimous voice vote:

Authority to Adjust the Scope and Budget of the LaBahn Arena Project, UW-Madison

Resolution 9911: That, upon the recommendation of the UW-Madison Chancellor and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, authority be granted to increase the project scope and budget of the Hockey/Swim (LaBahn Arena) project by $5,814,000 Gift Funds for a revised total project cost of $34,096,000 ($25,096,000 Gift Funds and $9,000,000 Program Revenue Supported Borrowing).

Authority to Sell Approximately 1.6 Acres of Land to the UW-Platteville Real Estate Foundation, UW-Platteville

Resolution 9912: That, upon the recommendation of the UW-Platteville Chancellor and the President of the University of Wisconsin System, authority to sell approximately 1.6 acres of vacant Board of Regents-owned land to the University of Wisconsin-Platteville Real Estate Foundation, Inc. for $110,000.

Authority to Construct All Agency Maintenance and Repair Projects, UW System

Resolution 9913: That, upon the recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, authority be granted to construct various maintenance and repair projects at an estimated total cost of $6,507,300 ($2,173,200 Gifts and Grants and $4,334,100 Program Revenue-Cash).

UW-Platteville Master Planning and Implementation

Regent Bartell reported that the committee heard an excellent presentation about UW-Platteville Master Planning and Implementation, its new 501(c)(3) real estate foundation, and its capital campaign. Director of Physical Plant Pete Davis discussed the campus space needs in
academic and student life facilities. Assistant Chancellor for Advancement Dennis Cooley described the purpose of the recently-formed Real Estate Foundation, and Campus Planner Doug Stephens explained the development of the institution’s master plan.

**Capital Budget**

Associate Vice President David Miller provided additional information about the 2011-13 capital budget. He reported that the Building Commission’s recommendations fully funded all of the projects in the Board of Regents’ requests and added one project slated for 2013-15. Regent Bartell said that for the first time he could remember, there are no unfunded carryover projects which would set back the plan in 2013 and beyond. Now planning can continue for 2013-15 with confidence that projects will be funded in future biennia. Mr. Miller added that the UW System’s increased percentage of total General Fund Supported Borrowing demonstrated the Governor’s and Building Commission’s appreciation of the need for improved academic facilities across the System.

Regent Bartell said that he believes the UW System’s success in the capital budget is due in large part to Associate Vice President Miller and his Capital Planning and Budget staff, as well as the System’s government relations staff, who worked very hard on this budget. Regent Bartell also said that his belief in the value of maintaining a unified system has been reinforced. A fair, informed, reasoned decision on the timing and priority of capital projects throughout the System can best be addressed on a systemwide basis.

---

**RESOLUTION OF APPRECIATION TO UW-PLATTEVILLE**

Regent President Pruitt then called upon Regent Womack to present the resolution of appreciation to UW-Platteville for hosting the April meeting. Regent Womack said she was deeply honored to read the resolution. She said she would like to share the podium with Regent Walsh who, she knew, based in particular on a meeting at UW-Platteville in October, had provided valuable advice to Chancellor Shields and his cabinet.

Regent Womack thanked those involved in planning the Board of Regents meeting. She mentioned by name a student ambassador who called her in advance of the meeting, another student who greeted her at lunch the day before, a student who escorted her to her car, and others who greeted her at breakfast that morning. The planning, coordination, and collaboration involved in preparing for a Board meeting are hard work. Regent Womack said that the Regents appreciate the hard work and effort. She then read the resolution, which was approved by acclamation:

**Resolution of Appreciation to UW-Platteville**

Resolution 9914: WHEREAS, the University of Wisconsin System Board of Regents is pleased to have held its April 2011 meeting at the University of Wisconsin-Platteville, an educational, economic, and
cultural catalyst serving Southwest Wisconsin and the Tri-State area; and

WHEREAS, the Regents were honored to be part of the “Celebrate UW-Platteville” events, seeing first-hand the incredible Pioneer spirit shown by faculty, staff, and students throughout the campus; and

WHEREAS, the Regents were pleased to witness how UW-Platteville is working to control its own destiny by creating innovative ways to raise capital in support of its multi-faceted educational mission; and

WHEREAS, the Regents commend UW-Platteville’s efforts to develop the “360-degree student” by encouraging students to engage in collaborative research and community involvement; and

WHEREAS, the Regents congratulate Dennis J. Shields on his investiture as UW-Platteville’s Chancellor and thank him and the campus for inviting the Regents to participate in this signature event in the campus’s 145-year history;

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, that the UW Board of Regents hereby expresses its gratitude to Chancellor Dennis J. Shields and the entire University of Wisconsin-Platteville community for sharing their hospitality and providing an enlightening, entertaining, and instructive experience.

COMMUNICATIONS, PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS

President Pruitt called for communications, petitions, or memorials. Regent Drew asked that the assembly observe a moment of silence for a UW-Milwaukee student, Patrick Martin, who just two days prior had fallen to his death after a reported binge-drinking-related episode. President Pruitt said that two other students at UW institutions had passed away in recent days, and he expressed the Board’s deepest condolences to families and friends. The Board then observed a moment of silence.

The Board recessed at 11:38 p.m. and reconvened at 11:57 p.m.
CLOSED SESSION

The following resolution was moved by Regent Spector, seconded, and adopted on a roll-call vote, with Regents Bartell, Bradley, Crain, Danae Davis, Stan Davis, Drew, Evers, Falbo, Manydeeds, Pruitt, Smith, Spector, Vásquez, Walsh, and Wingad voting in the affirmative. There were no dissenting votes and no abstentions.

Closed Session Resolution

Resolution 9915: That the Board of Regents move into closed session to consider UW-Oshkosh honorary degree nominations, as permitted by s. 19.85(1)(f), Wis. Stats.; to consider appointment of a UW-Superior chancellor, as permitted by s. 19.85(1)(c), Wis. Stats.; to confer with legal counsel regarding pending or potential litigation, as permitted by s. 19.85(1)(g), Wis. Stats.

The following resolution was adopted during closed session:

Authorization to Appoint: Chancellor, University of Wisconsin-Superior

Resolution 9916: That, upon recommendation of the President of the University of Wisconsin System, Renée M. Wachter be appointed Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Superior, effective on or about July 1, 2011, at a salary of $195,000.

The meeting was adjourned at 12:22 p.m.

Submitted by:

/s/ Jane S. Radue
Jane S. Radue, Secretary of the Board
Office of the Board of Regents
University of Wisconsin System